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Uber Brave New Service or Unfair Competition: Legal Analysis of the Nature of Uber Services (Ius Gentium: Comparative Perspectives on Law and Justice)Springer, 2019

	
		This book analyzes the legal issues connected with the provision of Uber-related services. It primarily focuses on the various contractual and non-contractual relationships that occur during the use of Uber applications, especially with reference to Uber headquarters (Uber App), Uber branch offices (advertisements), Uber partner...
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Mastering OpenStackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, deploy, and manage a scalable OpenStack infrastructure


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to design and deploy an OpenStack private cloud using automation tools and best practices
	
		Gain valuable insight into OpenStack components and new services
	
		Explore the opportunities to...
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Programming the BeagleBonePackt Publishing, 2016

	
		About This Book

		
			Quickly develop electronics projects that interact with Internet applications using JavaScript and Python
	
			Learn about electronics components such as sensors and motors, and how to communicate with them by writing programs
	
			A step-by-step guide to explore the...
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Advanced Raspberry Pi: Raspbian Linux and GPIO IntegrationApress, 2018

	
		Jump right into the pro-level guts of the Raspberry Pi with complete schematics and detailed hardware explanations as your guide. You'll tinker with runlevels, reporting voltages and temperatures, and work on a variety of project examples that you can tune for your own project ideas.. 

	
		This book is fully updated...
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Microsoft Visual Studio TipsMicrosoft Press, 2008
Just as a race car team analyzes every aspect of car and driver data to optimize endurance and speed imagine your potential if you could optimize every aspect of daily coding activities with Visual Studio! The author a member of the Visual Studio team for five years has identified 251 tips to help you do just that. In her own words, There was much...
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Microwave Circuits for 24 GHz Automotive Radar in Silicon-based TechnologiesSpringer, 2010

	There are continuous efforts focussed on improving road traffic safety worldwide. Numerous vehicle safety features such as driver assistance systems have been invented. Many driver assistance features rely on radar-based sensors, but are highly-priced. Realization of low-cost radar front-end circuits would enable their implementation in less...
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Microsoft Office Automation with Visual FoxProHentzenwerke Publishing, 2000
Visual FoxPro developers are used to building large, complex applications using only VFP as their programming environment. But Windows users are demanding more—integration with other applications such as the Microsoft Office suit—Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook. Visual FoxPro can be used to automate—either visually or...
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Programming with Quartz: 2D and PDF Graphics in Mac OS X (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Written by members of the development team at Apple, Programming with Quartz is the first book to describe the sophisticated graphics system of Mac OS X. By using the methods described in this book, developers will be able to fully exploit the state-of-the-art graphics capabilities of Mac OS X in their applications, whether for...
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Java Deep Learning EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Dive into the future of data science and learn how to build the sophisticated algorithms that are fundamental to deep learning and AI with Java


	About This Book

	
		Go beyond the theory and put Deep Learning into practice with Java
	
		Find out how to build a range of Deep Learning algorithms...
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The Art of What Works: How Success Really HappensMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	How to Find Effective Solutions for Any Business Problem--By Recognizing and Building On the Successes of Others


	"There is nothing new under the sun."


	Though coined more than 2,000 years back, this truism has straight-line relevance to today's business world. Because while every business...
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Safety Design for Space SystemsButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Progress in space safety lies in the acceptance of safety design and engineering as an integral part of the design and implementation process for new space systems.  Safety must be seen as the principle design driver of utmost importance from the outset of the design process, which is only achieved through a culture change that moves all...
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Symbian OS Internals : Real-time Kernel Programming (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
The latest versions of Symbian OS are based upon Symbian’s new realtime
kernel. This kernel is designed to make phone-related development
easier: base-porting will be easier, device driver development will be
easier, software development will be easier.

Symbian OS Internals is a detailed exposition on the new...
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